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Abstract
For almost four decades the Islamic Revolutionary Guardian Corps 
(IRGC) has been the most powerful organization in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran. Over the years that have passed since the Islamic revolution, the 
IRGC considers itself not only the guardian of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran but also the keeper of the Shiite flame. Nevertheless, every military 
organization requires a philosophic-strategic “brain” to guide it and to 
advise it with its theoretical wisdom along with a think tank. This article 
will present two of the most popular theorists and rhetoricians who give 
philosophical advice to the IRGC:  Hassan Abassi and Saeed Qasemi. 
In addition, the article will show an overview of their theories regarding 
Iran’s and the IRGC’s role in our time and lives. 
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Introduction

During the 40 years that have passed since the Islamic Revolution in Iran, 
and especially in the last decade, the Islamic Revolutionary Guardian Corps 
(IRGC, Sepah-e Pasdaran-e Enqelab-e Eslami) has been a rising power within 
the Iranian governmental mechanism. The IRGC turns out to be the dominant 
color in the Iranian fabric, mostly as a result of functioning as the trusted 
servant of the supreme leader of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. The leader of 
Iran was the first to believe in its power, during his early days when he was 
a young vice minister of defense in the ‘newly-born’ Islamic Republic, and 
in the years afterwards as president.1  This growing power is reflected by the 
IRGC’s dominance in the country’s economy, resources, and corporations, both 
military and civil.2 

Nonetheless, the empowering of the IRGC as an economic-military power 
is only half the story. The Guard’s soldiers, who are Shiite religious believers 
by definition, are also led by a philosophical doctrine, as every good army and 
soldier should be. The beliefs of IRGC’s soldiers are not only those of Shiite-
Iranian citizens, which are mostly based on the words of the supreme leader, but 
are also based on their interpretation of contemporary, up-to-date, and even ‘up-
to-battlefield,’ militaristic concepts.

This article wishes to present two approaches, among many others, in 
contemporary Iran, to trying to meet the complex need of the IRGC for guidance 
and advice. It will focus on two hardline opinion leaders who influence the young 
generation that identifies with the IRGC, or who are known as neo-conservatives 

1 Kasra Naji, Ahmadinejad: The Secret History of Iran’s Radical Leader (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2008), p. 260.

2 Ali Alfoneh, “How Intertwined are the Revolutionary Guards in Iran’s Economy?” Iran 
Tracker, October 22, 2007, http://www.irantracker.org/analysis/how-intertwined-are-
revolutionary-guards-irans-economy (Accessed on July 2, 2015); Mehdi Khalaji, “Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guards Corps, Inc,” The Washington Institute, August 17, 2007, http://
www.washingtoninstitute.org/policy-analysis/view/irans-revolutionary-guards-corps-inc 
(Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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in Iran.3 This young generation is the key to figuring out and assessing where many 
of the Iranian people and Iran itself are headed in the future. Politically, militarily, 
culturally, economically, and otherwise, Iran’s goals depend on the youth that 
quenches its mental thirst with the rhetoric of its leaders. This article will present 
Hassan Abassi and Saeed Qasemi, who are exemplars of the phenomenon of public 
lectures by IRGC veterans to young Iranian hardliners. In addition, it will show 
how these lecturers draw their ideas from the Shiite-Iranian school of thought.  

It is important to mention that the materials and resources for this article 
came mostly from the Internet. The World Wide Web and particularly YouTube 
are important tools for the ideas in question being passed to the public in Iran 
and all over the world. The Internet is flooded with many remarks by the orators 
mentioned above, who try to reach new crowds even by setting up Facebook 
pages in their names.4 This fact proves that these orators have more followers 
than we may think, and that they wish to spread their words to the far corners of 
the world − continuing the work of the founder of the Islamic Republic, Ayatollah 
Khomeini, who exported the Iranian revolution as far as he could.   

The brigades of the Mehdi

Ey lashgar-e sahab-e zaman, amade bash, amade bash (oh the brigades of the 
Mehdi, be prepared, be prepared);5 those are the main words of a famous refrain 
from the days of the Iran-Iraq war, glorifying the IRGC and highlighting the 

3 Naghmeh Sohrabi, “Conservatives, Neoconservatives and Reformists: Iran after the 
Election of Mahmud Ahmadinejad,” Middle East Brief, vol. 4 (April 2006), p. 3.

4 See: http://www.facebook.com/Andishkadeh; http://www.facebook.com/DrHasanAbbasi;  
http://www.facebook.com/groups/drhasanabbasi   

5 Sadeq Ahangaran, “ey lashgar-e sahab-e zaman,” Youtube, March 28, 2012 http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=hSzZfvEgACI (Accessed on July 2, 2015). There are more 
examples of such linkages, like naming IRGC soldiers “The nameless (anonymous) 
soldiers of the Mehdi” (sarbazan-e gomnam-e emam-e zaman), see here for example: 
http://www.mehrnews.com/news/2763181/-جزئیات-عملیات-سربازان-گمنام-امام-زمان-علیه-تکفیری
.(Accessed on May 15, 2019) ها
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linkages among the Sepah and the Mehdi and Shia beliefs. The Iran-Iraq war had 
many consequences over the years for the Middle East, the world, and the future. 
One of the main impacts of this war was the reputation it brought to the IRGC for 
hardiness, power, and militaristic expertise. The soldiers of those brigades who 
fought in the name of the Mehdi managed in the years after the war to get into 
the Iranian governmental hierarchy, and even to settle at the presidential palace 
(during Mahmud Ahmadi-nezhad’s period in office).

The ties are inescapable; the IRGC soldiers consider themselves the guards 
of the revolutionary ideals in Iran, and also to be Shiite brigades who protect the 
name of the Mehdi, or as successors of those who fought alongside Imam Hussein 
in the epic Shiite event of the battle of Karbala.6 Those obvious ties led the IRGC 
to participate not only in the Iran-Iraq war in order to follow Shiite historical 
survival. The guards also were sent to Bosnia in the 1990s,7 Iraq and Afghanistan 
in the 2000s8 and to Syria in our time,9 in order to defend the name of the Shia 
according to the rule of helping the ‘mazlumin’ (oppressed) in the world.

Since their first days, the IRGC has been an odd fish in the known structures of 
states and the military forces they employ. The pure and basic goal of the guards 
was and still is to keep the flame burning of the Islamic revolution created by 
Khomeini in 1979. Khomeini referred to the revolution back then as a fire and 
spoke about it in terms of ‘enfejar-e noor’ (explosion of light)10 when he instructed 

6 Saeed Qasemi, “Sokhanrani-e haj saeed-e qasemi dar yademan-e shahid chamran,” 
The Ashura Days, 2013 (1392), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAX9noDcfmM 
(Accessed on July 2, 2015).

7 Ali Alfoneh, Iran Unveiled: How the Revolutionary Guards is Turning Theocracy into 
Military Dictatorship (Washington D.C.: The AEI press, 2013), pp. 230-31.

8 Kasra Naji, Ahmadinejad: The Secret History of Iran’s Radical Leader (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2008), p. 199.

9  Jonathan Saul and Parisa Hafezi, “Iran boosts military support in Syria to bolster Assad,” 
Reuters, February 21, 2014, http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/02/21/us-syria-crisis-
iran-idUSBREA1K09U20140221  (Accessed on July 2, 2015).

10 From Mahmud Ahmadi-nezhad’s speech: “enghelab-e eslami va daheye fajr, bozorgtarin 
havades-e baad az sodur-e eslam” (the Islamic revolution and the ten days of fajr are the 
biggest event since the creation of Islam), January 29, 2008 http://www.president.ir/fa/
president/outlooks  (Accessed on October 5, 2009).
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followers to spread its values and ideas all over the world. And by world he meant 
both the Muslim and the non-Muslim world.

The unique tool Khomeini established back then, the Revolutionary Guards, was 
in fact an addition to the army, seemingly secondary to Iran’s official and known 
military (artesh). But the guards were actually the main armed force when it came 
to getting the best treatment and consideration in terms of resources and of attention 
in Iran’s corridors of power. The guards slowly became the main tool of the supreme 
leader of Iran and its other leaders. Thus, in those early days the leadership of Iran 
appointed some of the key figures in the newborn Islamic republic, such as Mustafa 
Chamran11 and Ali Khamenei, the future supreme leader, to nurture it in the days 
to come. And the days indeed came when the Iran-Iraq war broke out. Those days 
provided the IRGC and its soldiers with glory within Iran, and Khamenei, who 
meanwhile became president, also got credit for developing the IRGC.

Although in the early years of Khamenei as a supreme leader the participation 
of on- duty IRGC soldiers in the governmental hierarchy was banned (based 
on Khomeini’s ruling),12 in recent years more and more veterans are going into 
politics, while some appearing in public in their uniforms. Politicians such as 
Yehia Rahim Safavi, Ahmaad Vahidi, Ali Shemkhani, etc. show that the obvious 
boundaries in other countries between armed forces and politics do not exist in 
contemporary Iranian politics.

This triangle connecting politics, religion and military is what gives the 
IRGC the power to be the most dominant factor in Iranian society. The results 
from the last two presidential elections show us that the potential of IRGC 
veteran candidates can bring out between almost 16.5 million (2013 election13) 

11 Saeed Qasemi, “zendeginameh-ye mostafa-e chamran ba adabiyat-e saeed-e qasemi” (The 
biography of Mustafa Chamran with literature by Saeed Qasemi), Youtube, November 17, 
2013 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tcropi2GGWU, (Accessed on July 2, 2015).

12 Alfoneh, Iran Unveiled, pp. 117-18.
13 From Iran’s ministry of interior website: http://www.moi.ir/Portal/Home/ShowPage
 .aspx?Object=News&CategoryID=cc1955c9-7610-428d-b15c-fafc947cc884&WebPartI
 D=47942904-35b9-4ecc-bfc4-4d6d3bee26d8&ID=ab52b9a8-e2a6-41e4-bbcc-

15665125a6b2 (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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to approximately 25 million (2009 election14) voters to cast their ballots. That 
is, almost 37 million people out of 50.5 million who were eligible to vote (2013 
election) did vote. Those numbers gave the victory to Ahmadi-nezhad (in 2009), 
and almost fifty percent of the votes to IRGC linked candidates four years later. 
Most of the voters were from the ranks of those aligned with the IRGC and 
the basij (the reserve corps and the civil-vigilant branch of IRGC), meaning 
those who are mostly referred to as the neo-conservatives in present Iran. In 
the 2013 elections IRGC veterans who were presidential candidates (Mohsen 
Rezai, Mohamad Baqer Qalibaf, Saeed Jalili, and Ali Akbar Velayati, who is 
the supreme leader’s advisor on foreign affairs, and who has close ties with the 
Guards) would have united; then possibly the one chosen to head them would 
have gotten the majority of the votes. This percentage and those numbers of one-
sided voters in Iranian politics make a bloc that will likely control the state over 
the next few years, not only militarily and economically as mentioned above, 
but also politically and philosophically.

Andishkadeh (The Think Tank)

The Islamic revolution never lacked philosophy, theories, or doctrines, and neither 
did the IRGC. Since their very first days, both the Islamic Republic and the IRGC 
followed the path outlined not only by Khomeini, but also by theorists such as 
Ali Shariati. The allegedly utopic Iran that Shariati described on the eve of the 
Islamic revolution seemed less nationalistic and more Islamic-Shiite. He claimed 
that nationalist ideas ‘polluted’ the Shia, and that the Persian identity was not 
relevant to his current time. Shariati believed that a life with values like justice, 
martyrdom, and asking for rights derives from the eternal Islam, and would always 

14 From Iran’s ministry of interior website: http://moi.ir/Portal/Home/ShowPage.aspx?Obje
ct=News&CategoryID=832a711b-95fe-4505-8aa3-38f5e17309c9&LayoutID=dd8faff4-
f71b-4c65-9aef-a1b6d0160be3&ID=5e30ab89-e376-434b-813f-8c22255158e1 
(Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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have a meaning, as opposed to nationalism.15 
Theories like Shariati’s or even Khomeini’s were obviously the ideas on which 

the Islamic republic and its governmental and militaristic institutions were built. 
However, all of these ideas were abstract in the first days after the revolution 
succeeded. Years later, there is still a need in Iranian society and in the IRGC 
for up-to-date theories that will provide solutions for the Shiite-Iranian citizen or 
soldier. These citizens and soldiers need guidance and answers that will strengthen 
them when confronting day-to-day problems and/or facing the enemy.

That is the vacuum, or perhaps the need, that the “Doctrinal Analysis Center” 
[markaz-e bar-resihay-e doctrinal: andishkadeh yaqin] or to use its previous 
name, “Iran’s Doctrinal Analysis Center for Security without Borders” [markaz-e 
barresihay-e doctrinal-e amniat-e bedoone marz-e iran], wishes to fulfill. The 
Center, established in 2001, and headed by Dr. Hassan Abassi, came into being 
with three main tasks presented on its old ‘About Us’ webpage:

1. “Articulating the two classic doctrines of right and wrong that rely on three 
levels of understanding:
a. National: Iranian history.
b. Religious: Islamic-Shiite history.
c. International: The history of the world and the nations within.

2. Projecting their future worldview in intervals of 25, 50, 75, and 100 years.
3. Researching Security without Borders within the conflict between right 

and wrong, monitoring the globalization process, and categorizing them as: 
cultural, political, economic, military, and social.” 16

On its new ‘About Us’ webpage, the Center presents itself as the only independent 
and publicly founded strategic center and think tank in Iran. As written, the Center 

15 Ladan Zarabadi, “National Identity or Political Legitimacy,” in Ronen A. Cohen (ed.), 
Identities in Crisis in Iran (Maryland: Lexington Books, 2015), p. 26.

16 Reza Valizadeh, “parde-ye dovom: tabkhir-e yek doktrin,” Tehran Review, May 25, 2010, 
http://tehranreview.net/articles/2904 (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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wishes to act as a counterpart to the CSR (Center for Strategic Research, markaz-e 
tahqiqat-e estratezhik) that was headed by President Hassan Rouhani until the 
latter was elected to his current position. The current goal of Abassi’s Center is to 
challenge the concept of strategic decision making in Iran. The Center’s declared 
areas of work are:

1. Creating knowledge: creating domestic competence in self-thinking and 
critical thinking.

2. Teaching and educating official strategy: the Center wishes to develop 
groundwork for Iranian students and youth that instils skills in the fields of 
decision making, strategy, and doctrine planning.

3. Decision making: creating more options for decision makers in official 
positions to choose from in terms of strategy and doctrine.

4. Teaching and educating public strategy: promoting knowledge of planning 
strategy and doctrine within the Iranian public.17

The massive tasks mentioned above, as well as many of their outcomes, are all 
managed by and the responsibility of Abassi.

Hassan Abassi was born in 1966 in the city of Ezna in Iran, which is situated 
in the Lorestan province. This fact might be the only fact that no one argues about 
concerning Abassi’s background. His obscure past does not get brighter when he 
himself, or people quoting him, strive to describe the main points in his personal 
history. The common biography of Abassi claims that he earned a B.A. in Political 
Science, an M.A. in International Relations, and a Ph.D. in the field of National 
Security by outlining a doctrine and guidelines and applicable instructions.18 There 
is no mention of where those degrees were attained, and there are those who argue 

17 http://andishkadeh.ir/about (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
18 “doktor hasan-e abasi kist?” (Who is Doctor Hassan Abassi?), http://andishkade-yaghin.

persianblog.ir/page/2787672246674 (Accessed on July 2, 2015); “zendegi name hasan-e 
abasi” (The life of Hassan Abassi), http://www.drabbasi.blogfa.com/tag/-زندگی-نامه-دکتر
(Accessed on July 2, 2015) حسن-عباسی
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with these facts.19 Yet, his shadowy history only gives his figure the mysterious 
dimension that any high-ranking military advisor seeks for himself.

From Karbala to Khoramshahr

The semi-academic cover of the institute Abassi established gives him the liberty 
to make the mixture of politics, religion, and philosophy that this article wishes to 
present. Haj Saeed Qasemi, on the other hand, does not have any known institution 
to support him. He is also a veteran of the Iran-Iraq war who was wounded through 
the battles, and sometimes during his lectures it is possible to see clips from his 
days at the front.20 Qasemi is also famous for combining issues of Shiism and 
military philosophy, and his lectures in spacious auditoriums in front of large 
audiences have made him famous in neo-conservative milieus.

Qasemi’s crowded speeches sometimes remind one of regular Iranian religious 
gatherings, whether it is the weekly Friday address of the “Emam jome” or any 
other preaching by a cleric. There is also no difference in the content, since all 
religious addresses mix politics and religion. The difference is in the ratio of those 
subjects within the speech, and the use of tales and allegories from the time of 
their service in the IRGC and participation in the Iran-Iraq war. Like at the Friday 
addresses, the enthusiastic crowd is an active participant − shouting the known 
religious or political chants, and sometimes even wearing symbolic religious 
costumes [head banners or shroud (kafan)]. The speakers return their love to the 
crowd by wearing what became a symbol of the IRGC – a chefiye (kaffiya) – that 
is like an official sign that someone is about to mention issues referring to the 
IRGC.

19 “hasan-e abasi kei doctor shod?” (When did Hassan Abassi became a doctor?), http://
aftabnews.ir/vdcjhaeo.uqehazsffu.html (Accessed on July 2, 2015). 

20 Saeed Qasemi, “sokhanrani-e saeed-e qasemi dar tajamo-e modafean-e haram” [a speech 
by Saeed Qasemi at a convention of the defenders of (zeinab’s) shrine], Youtube, October 
12, 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bFGNgRGtuHY (Accessed on July 2, 
2015).
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The ground rules, the basic ideas agreed on by all, are that the prophets, the 
Imams and the two supreme leaders of Iran (Khomeini and Khamenei) are free of 
wrong deeds. Regular people, politicians, and even clerics in Iran are those who 
make the mistakes, and they are those who brought Iran into its present position. 
The economic problems, the cultural lacks, or the religious deterioration among 
the Iranian people were not imposed by actions any of the supreme leaders took. 
Iran, according to the above mentioned thinkers or others who weren’t mentioned 
in this article, is led by the supreme leader who does not get involved in the small 
details − unless those amounted to successes.

Another basic rule regarding those lectures is that the Islam they talk about 
is commonly interpreted from the Shiite point of view. Sunni Islam isn’t really 
favored, and is only mentioned in negative ways. Qasemi, for instance, speaks 
about those political leaders who mention the need to strengthen the ties with 
the Saudis. “We and the Saudis are the two wings of the dove named ‘Islam’” 
(ma va-soudi-ha do bal-e kabutar-e eslam hastim), he says, quoting the leaders. 
According to him, all these words are against the aims of the revolution and the 
notion of two supreme leaders, and even against the Shiite element of denying the 
‘Yazids’ of the time. The Late Saudi King Abdullah, was, according to Qasemi, 
“a descendant of an English-Jordanian grandmother” (like the entire house of 
Saud) and represents a modern ‘Yazid,’ he claims, quoting Khomeini.21 The 
interpretation of the concept of ‘Yazid of our time’ is broad, but usually Qasemi is 
referring  to the Wahhabis and to the Saudis in general.22

Abassi takes the same approach toward those whom he considers enemies 
of Shia and Iran. In many of his lectures, for instance, Abassi uses figures from 
the history of the IRGC, and compares them to famous figures of Shiite Islam, 
to prove his essential point. One of the many occasions Abassi participates in 

21 Ibid.
22 Saeed Qasemi, “saeed-e qasemi: agar ahmadi-nezhad harfhaiy-e emruz-e barkhiha ro 

mizad, zirpirhanesh ro roi saresh parcham mikardand” (Saeed Qasemi: if Ahmadi-nezhad 
had said what others are saying today, people would have made fun of him), Youtube, 
November 11, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qSVc-xM5As (Accessed on 
July 2, 2015).
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is giving his annual “3rd of Khordad” (the day of liberating Khoramshahr in the 
Iran-Iraq war) speech. His claim is that the martyrs of the Iran-Iraq war are part 
of the general Iranian narrative, as well as the revolution of the Islamic Republic 
narrative. “Hassan Baqeri23 had a narrative…people are either Hossein (son of 
Ali) who had a narrative or Zeinab (daughter of Ali) who followed his narrative. 
Opposing them stood the followers of Yazid (the Sunni khalif) trying to make the 
story meaningless.”24 

In general, Abassi’s vision is that nations are divided into two: those who 
have their own narrative, and those who use others’ narratives. According to him 
Iran has had its own narrative for hundreds of years, whether in terms of Iranian 
culture or of Shiite culture.25 Khomeini paved the way to combine these two by 
returning pride to those who call themselves Shiite-Iranian. These days there are 
those who try to make an adjustment in the revolutionary school of Khomeini, 
whether inside or outside Iran, and whether inside or outside the Shia. According 
to Abassi, all of those are ‘revisionists’ and Yazid’s supporters who try to change 
the original vision of pure Islam.

Similar to Abassi, the approach that Qasemi takes is more allegorical regarding 
the foreigners and their involvement in Iran. According to him, the foreign elements 
in Islamic Iran are like ‘non-pasteurized milk,’ or the percentage of fat in milk.26 

The mixture of those two elements (Iran and the West) makes the originality and 
purity of Revolutionary-Iranian-Shiite civilization lose its value.

Another figure that Qasemi refers to in order to spice up his speeches and to 
compare Shiite history to present times, as Abassi did, is Zeinab. “(The battle of) 

23 The famous Iranian martyr named Gholam-hossein Afshardi (who went by a pseudonym), 
died in the Iran-Iraq war. From: “Zendegi-nameh shahid Hassan Baqeri” (the biography 
of the martyr Hassan Baqeri), http://www.sarbazaneislam.com/zendeginame_bagheri.
html (Accessed on July 2, 2015).

24 Hassan Abassi, “Man revizionistam, pas hastam” (“I am a revisionist, therefore I am”), 
Youtube, May 24, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YMfUJhFm00 (Accessed 
on July 2, 2015).

25 Ibid.
26 Saeed Qasemi, “saeed-e qasemi: agar.”
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Karbala would never have taken place if there had been no Zeinab and the Shia 
would have withered” (karbala dar karbala mimund agar zeinab nabud), says 
Qasemi to the young audience – which meant that if Zeinab had not talked about 
the battle and passed its narrative on to the world, it undoubtedly would have been 
forgotten.27 The narrative is the most important element in both cases, Shia and the 
Islamic Revolution, in Iran. The modern Shiite-Iranian is interested in maintaining 
both narratives. In his eyes, the battle of Karbala never ended and it goes on, 
since “The way to Jerusalem goes through Karbala” (rah-e qods, az karbela 
migozarad).28 Therefore, if the battle has not ended, the narrative is alive and 
should be cultivated. Two elements are keeping this narrative alive, the struggling 
men and women alongside G-D. As proof of that concept, Qasemi repeats the 
known quote of Khomeini “G-D liberated Khoramshahr” (khoramshahr-ra khoda 
azad kard),29 meaning people fought on the ground but the Lord led them to 
victory. 

Since the narrative is the issue or the bone of contention, Abassi aims to 
challenge the famous Western theories, and especially Abraham Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs. He wishes to do that with the Islamic-Shiite ideas that he 
believes are realistic. According to him, men need only one thing to guide them 
in the correct path in order to make their life meaningful, and that is an ideal. 
Like the narrative of Hussein or Zeinab, or even Hassan Baqeri, the ambition 
and the desire of man to have a narrative of its own is the highest need he wishes 
to fulfill.

27 Saeed Qasemi, “sokhanrani-e saeed-e qasemi.”
28 Saeed Qasemi, “haj saeed-e qasemi: motaasefim az farsangha faseley-e fekri-e shoma ba 

rohola” (Haj Saeed Qasemi: we apologize for the intellectual distance between you and 
Khomeini), Youtube, June 14, 2015, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pXS4sBmqGH0 
(Accessed on July 2, 2015). 

29 Saeed Qasemi, “sokhanrani-e saeed-e qasemi.”
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From theory to action

Qasemi’s method of transferring his philosophy is by speaking about his memories 
from the days of the Iran-Iraq war and other battle zones where the IRGC 
fought. Sometimes the walls of the filled up auditoriums are covered with large 
posters of people like Emad Morniye, Mustafa Chamran, Hassan Nasrallah, and 
Ahmad Motevaseliyan.30 Like Abassi, he has many stories from the past that he 
allegorically concludes in the present. Unlike Abassi, Qasemi does not compare 
or analyze differences between the Western and Iranian schools. Most of the time 
the Westerners are not a factor in Qasemi’s speeches, unless it is about wrangling 
or related to internal politics.  

Hassan Abassi is a great and sharp-minded rhetorician who is famous for the 
lectures he gives in crowded classrooms and halls. His lectures and speeches are 
a mix of politics, religion, and philosophy, military and modern Iranian strategy. 
He does that by crafting them all into a neo-conservative doctrine, hawkish even 
to the sixth president of the Islamic Republic, Mahmud Ahmadi-nezhad. Ahmadi-
nezhad, who was the representative of the IRGC and the Iranian neo-conservative 
political school,31 is often criticized in Abassi’s remarks.32  In the West, a few 
journalists have already named Abassi the “Dr. Kissinger of Islam” because of his 
supposed ties with Ahmadi-nezhad,33 but whoever has heard his recent speeches 
understands that this description is far from accurate.  

Like many in the internal Iranian dialogue, Abassi also likes to mention 
pure Islam (eslam-e nab). According to him the Islam presented by Presidents 

30 Ibid.
31 Sohrabi, “Conservatives, Neoconservatives and Reformists,” p. 3.
32 Hassan Abassi, “hasan-e abasi: tim-e ahmadi-nezhad kutuleh va-mored-e nefrat ast” 

(Hassan Abassi: Ahmadi-nezhad’s staff is tiny and hateful), Youtube, June 15, 2011, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1Db9opEMuY (Accessed on July 2, 2015).

33 Amir Taheri, “The Frightening Truth of Why Iran Wants a Bomb,” The Telegraph, April 
16, 2006, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/personal-view/3624382/The-frightening-
truth-of-why-Iran-wants-a-bomb.html (Accessed on July 2, 2015); Amir Taheri, “The 
Last Helicopter,” Wall Street Journal, March 29, 2006, http://www.wsj.com/articles/
SB114360603158410910 (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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Rafsanjani, Khatami, and even Ahmadi-nezhad not only was not following the 
line of  pure Islam, but it was also infected by American influences since it is 
based on Milton Friedman’s and John Maynard Keynes’s (hereafter the theorists 
of the Western economic school) doctrine.34

According to Abbasi, today’s clash between Shia-Islam and the West is 
inevitable. He argues that in the past there were three big and known civilizations: 
The Greek in the West, Mongol/Chinese in the East, and African in Africa. The 
known Islamic thought led by the Sunni Abbasids, which many consider to have 
been the golden age of Islam, was actually taken from the Western, Eastern and 
Southern schools of thought and were common back then. Abassi maintains that 
the Abbasids tried to eliminate pure Islam, which is the Shiite imams’ school 
of thought. This supposedly golden age was based on the Greek school, and 
lasted no more than 300 years. In fact, it vanished after the death of Aristotle, 
and had no place at the time of the Abbasids. He argues that not only did it not 
have continuity, but Greece today is one of the weakest countries in the West 
and in the world.35 This is also another hint for those who wish to use others’ 
narratives.

Abassi compares clashes between two civilizations to a game of Ping-Pong, 
when two players start the game near the table and slowly go farther and farther 
away. This is just like what happened to the Mongols who vanished to a level 
where no one even remembers they were one of the biggest civilizations in history. 
He reminds his crowd that the historians who research the Shia are in complete 
agreement that the worst times for the Shia imams began in the time of the 7th 
imam (musa al-qasem) and lasted all through the Abbasid era. Therefore, belief 
in the imams and their ideology is the first and foremost thing one should do to 

34 Hassan Abassi, “ezharat-e do sal pish-e hasan-e abasi dar mored-e hasan-e rouhani” (the 
remarks of Hassan Abassi two years ago about Hassan Rouhani), Youtube, September 6, 
2013, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DrDE0AmBwwg (Accessed on July 2, 2015).

35 Hassan Abassi, “moqadame-i bar dokterin-e maasumin dar sakht-e siasat-e khareji” 
(introduction for the doctrine of the prophets and imams in building foreign policy), 
http://avamehr.ir/دانلود-رایگان-سخنرانی/دکتر-حسن-عباسی/R/53-/344-/3312- (Accessed on July 
2, 2015).
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become blessed in what he is doing.36 To summarize his words, Abassi suggests 
that Muslims should return to pure Islam (the Shia), which many already are 
practicing, in Iran and abroad.

The awakening of Islam in our day is reflected by what Abassi suggests 
is “the fajr 5 intifada (entefaze-ye fajr-e panj).” If twenty-five years ago the 
young Palestinian had to throw a stone or bomb himself with an explosive belt, 
because he had no other munitions, the Islamic uprising managed to develop 
and keep missiles with a range of 80 kilometres. This intifada, according to 
him, is part of the strategy that Iran’s supreme leader Khamenei declared to be 
‘asymmetric defense’; Iran acquired such missiles two years before President 
Bush did after the attack on the Twin Towers. Abassi mentions that Iran’s 
‘asymmetric defense’ is taught today in universities around the world, in the 
context of military methods. It is “a method which today has been transferred to 
Iran’s economic lifestyle, as the supreme leader suggested,” referring to the term 
coined by Khamenei, “resistive economy” (eqtesad-e moqavemati). The Islamic 
Revolution managed to make this ‘asymmetric defense’ positive for itself, since 
anyone anywhere can uphold the ideals and ideology it brought to the world. 
Therefore, Hamas (which Abassi admits is armed from head to toe by Iran), 
Hezbollah, and the Islamic Jihad know how to act in ‘asymmetric defense,’ as 
Iran knows. Abassi offers the cases of the 2006 Lebanon war and other recent 
operations in the area to strengthen his claim.37

Abassi suggests that all the Islamic countries pool their military weapons, 
produced in those countries and not in the West, and help the Palestinians.38 This 
concept can point to the role he and the Iranian leadership designate for the IRGC 
in its battles inside and outside Iran. This would mean using the power and the 
natural resources of all of the Islamic countries − including Iran, which would 

36 Ibid.
37 “Naqsh-e iran dar mosalah kardan-e hamas” (interview to Iranian ‘shabake chahar’), 

Youtube, December 17, 2012, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKzF_yJnSp8 
(Accessed on July 2, 2015).

38 Ibid.
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preferably lead them − in order to promote the Islamic awakening.39 The Iranian 
purpose is to facilitate such an awakening, as its leaders did back in Iraq, Bosnia, 
and other countries. This is a way to promote the Shiite-Iranian school in the 
future struggle within Islam, a struggle many believe has already increased in the 
last few years.

Abassi wishes to sketch the outline of the future battles, not only within Islam. 
According to him, “there are four rules you have to follow to succeed confrontation 
with an enemy:

1. Know your enemy.
2. Explore your enemy’s aspirations.
3. Never attack your enemy.
4. Aim for your enemy’s strategy, and attack it – attack his strategy. Therefore 

dismantle his aspirations.”40 These ground rules are based on Islam and are the 
guidelines for the Islamic-Iranian-Shiite warrior, namely an IRGC warrior.     

Another part of the readiness of an IRGC warrior is to be prepared for the 
unexpected, or to recognize the existence of the element of surprise. Abassi speaks 
about the element of surprise in our lives and its importance both in the Shiite-
Iranian’s life and as a war theory. Remembering the element of surprise makes 
the Shiite-Iranian warrior a better person and professional combatant and soldier. 
From Abassi’s point of view, teaching and being a teacher is one of the main 
professions the prophets had.41 Therefore, all should learn from these warrior role 

39 In the same way President Ahmadi-nezhad expressed here: Mahmūd-e Ahmadi-nezhād, 
“Bazgasht be eslam, tanha rah- e hal-e moshkelat-e alam” – (“The return to Islam is the 
only way to solve all the world’s problems”), Friday prayer (Gambia: June 30, 2006) 
[speech], http://www.president.ir/fa/president/outlooks  (Accessed in September/October 
2009).

40 Hassan Abassi, “Doktrin-e ashurai-e Hezbollah” (“The Ashura doctrine of Hezbollah”), 
Youtube, May 23, 2004, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-YMfUJhFm00 (Accessed 
on July 2, 2015).

41 http://www.kolbeh-keramat.ir/index.php/session-list/217-2015-03-09-14-40-31 (Accessed 
on July 4, 2015).
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models, who set an example for our generation in their fights. 
Abassi merges the idea of the element of surprise with the concepts of death 

and martyrdom in Shia and the folklore of the IRGC. Along with that, he widens 
this concept, adapting it to the civil society of Iran, and even to the countries Iran 
will influence in the future. Since death comes by surprise, the believer should 
consider that it could happen at any second, and show his respect for other human 
beings and for those who already died. For instance, Abassi claims that the first 
reason to visit our loved one’s grave is to remember who our ancestors were and 
to remember our roots. “The second reason is to remind us of the essence of 
death. When we visit each other in this world, it reminds us of  problems or happy 
events…of each other.”42

For Abassi, the idea that death is waiting for us is very important in building 
Iran’s strategy and civilization. This awareness reduces the need for police and the 
justice system, reduces crime itself and domestic social problems, and increases 
the blessings in our deeds. “Just assume what will happen if the 70 million people 
living in Iran decided they would not commit a single sin for one day, the day after 
we would see that we did not commit 70 million sins…be assured that we could 
see it in the rain that would fall on one city and in the other good blessings that 
would shower on the other cities of the country.”43 In that same way he suggests 
adopting this point of view to all the seven billion people living on earth.

But more than that, Abassi claims that by remembering the dead, the Shiite 
Iranian also remembers his G-D and his commandments. The commandments 
written in the Quran and given to men by G-D are all the pillars on which life 
is based. Abassi compares the ‘Do’ and ‘Do not’ commandments to the fences 
along a road. That is the road to the hereafter of each person, and by that he means 
the day of the revelation of the Mehdi. Those fences are the boundaries given 
by G-D, and they reveal the rights given by him (hodud-e khoda mishe hoquq-e 
khoda) to humanity. This exposes a core debate between Abassi as a leading voice 

42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
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and representative of the neo-conservatives against those who speak about the 
Western notion of human rights.

He emphasizes the difference between the pure Islam vision of Tawhid (The 
‘oneness’ of G-D) and the ‘Trinity.’ If Islam believes in rights given by the Lord, 
and only him, that should be the common perception of the Islamic Republic’s 
political structure, and the only approach universities should teach. Instead, the 
Iranian academy and the Islamic Republic institutions are based on Montesquieu’s 
idea of trinity, which itself is based on the Christian concept. Quoting an American 
book, Abassi proves to his audience that “the executive branch is the Father, the 
judicial branch is Jesus and the legislative branch is the Holy Spirit.” He compares 
that to a person who shouts ‘Allah-o Akbar’ and then crosses himself.44

Abassi is a vocal opponent of President Rouhani. He attacks him directly when 
he needs to. But more interesting than that are his indirect and veiled attacks. He 
claims that back in the Iran-Iraq war, even though the acting president Abulhassan 
Bani-Sadr wasn’t following the path Khomeini outlined (khat-e emam), people 
went to war and fought for the right cause. They fought for the Islamic Revolution 
and for Islamic-Shiite-Khomeinistic ideas. It is not so difficult to hear Abassi 
speaking about what happened in the early years of the Islamic Republic, and 
understand his hints about our times, the days of Rouhanis presidency. “The 
Hassan Baqeris of that time didn’t go to the front without a clear grasp as to 
who the Bani-Sadrs were. Baqeri had to report to the commander-in-chief of his 
time, Bani-sadr. But Baqeri also knew how to differentiate between Khomeini’s 
Islam and liberal Islam (represented by Bani-Sadr).” Abassi compares the present 
government, in which liberal and Western ideals rule the roost, to the government 
of the deposed president Bani-Sadr.45      

Qasemi also mentions Bani-Sadr’s era in a similar context. Current political 
events remind him of the time when almost all the Iranian voters gave their votes 
to Bani-Sadr. He indicates that the first elected president of the Islamic Republic 

44 Hassan Abassi, “Man revizionistam.”
45 Ibid.
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at that time was the common candidate, who received “nearly 11 million out of 
12 million votes.”46 By that he means that even if the mass of the voters gives one 
candidate the majority, it doesn’t give that candidate immunity from doing wrong 
or being deposed. 

Furthermore, the implicit criticism is even directed at the conservative body 
of the Expediency Discernment Council. Abassi criticizes Hassan Rouhani for 
his days as the head of the CSR, which is supervised directly by the Expediency 
Discernment Council (majma-e tashkhis-e maslahat-e nezam). Before the 2013 
presidential election in Iran Abassi accused Rouhani of calling himself by his 
Western title, ‘Doctor,’ instead of using his religious title ‘Hojat-ol eslam va-
al-moslemin.’ “He mentions Maynard Keynes, but doesn’t say qala sadeq or 
qala ali (‘Jaafar a-sadeq said’ or ‘Ali Ibn-e Abi-Taleb said’),” he says. “Don’t 
assume that because Rafsanjani and Khatami wore clerical costumes, they 
landed (brought) religion to the country. Or that because our (IRGC personnel) 
are shouting Ahmadi-nezhad, who was conservative and met with Chavez and 
Morales and saw the halo on the U.N, that when Ahmadi-nezhad came to power 
he landed (brought) religion to Iran. He didn’t…those people look like they 
are religious but in fact their actions are secular.”47 This comes among other 
issues that Abassi likes to criticize, such as today’s president Rouhani,48 and the 
actions and ideology under his lead, e.g., the Geneva framework deal over Iran’s 
nuclear program.49

46 Saeed Qasemi, “saeed-e qasemi: agar mozakerat be natije beresad, baiyad fatehe-ye vali-e 
faqih ra khand” (if the (nuclear) negotiations will succeed, we should read a requiem 
for the concept of Velayat-e Faqih), Youtube, August 2, 2014, http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_IfhdI8wdIU (Accessed on July 6, 2015).

47 Hassan Abassi, “ezharat-e.”
48 http://isna.ir/fa/news/94020301472/اتهام-زنی-عجیب-حسن-عباسی-به-روحانی (Accessed on August 

1, 2015).
49 Hassan Abassi, “enteqad-e hasan-e abasi az tavafoqnameh-ye zhenev: vazir-e khareje-ye 

ma, bande khoda, fekr mikone faqat bere tu face book paige bezane” (The objection of 
Hassan Abassi from the Geneva agreement: our minister of foreign affairs, good forbid, is 
thinking how to create a Facebook page), Youtube,  March 4, 2014, http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=VQr2ASqeo8Y (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
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Shiite-Iranian Lifestyle

As mentioned above, Abassi likes to speak a lot about issues of lifestyle and the 
modern-contemporary life of the average Iranian. Following his statements, it 
seems that his view is that the lifestyle of the Iranian citizen has a vast influence 
on the religious, civil, and military society within the country. In his words: “If 
we consider the issue of ‘Life Style’ as one of the entries in community building 
in terms of what ‘should’ be, then the what, why and how of the term lifestyle is 
a strategic issue.”50

Abassi draws a timeline showing how in the last hundred years the world, led 
by what he describes as the West and the Americans, went from being ‘for the 
public’ to ‘for myself’, from the common good to individualism. Beyond that, he 
argues that  individualism has become neo-individualism in recent decades after 
adopting the ‘American Style’ – which he considers to be a ‘Bourgeois life-style’ 
– and its propagation.51 In his unique way, Abassi refers to the modern reformist 
Iranians, who prefer assets over ideals (in effect, the West over the Islamic 
revolution principles) – as “dog holders in a Porsche” (porshe savaran-e sag be 
baghal).52

Abassi divides the virtues of the Islamic believer into three, according to the 
Quranic verse53 and the interpretation of Imam Sadeq: justice, equity and dealing 
fairly (adl, ensaf va-qest). “When a society does not follow these rules, people 
act like wolves with one another” he argues. Justice is when the mind controls 
the soul, and when this control reaches its peak, that person will be at the level of 
equity. When that human is at the highest level of equity his conscience forces him 
to act fairly and to deal fairly with his fellow humans who share the society with 
him. In these words, we can even see a linkage to his argument concerning the 

50 “laya etemadsaid, sayeh raveshhai-e sabk-e zendegi-e borzhuai be mosabe yek din,” 
Panjere Magazine, no. 105, September 3, 2011, p. 29.

51 Ibid.
52 Hassan Abassi, “Man revizionistam.”
53 Quran, 5:7.
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‘element of surprise’ and avoiding of wrongdoing. Those who follow these ground 
rules will be considered by Abassi to be good humans and good Muslims, since 
bringing humans to that level was the purpose of the revelation of the prophets. 
According to Abassi, this basic rule of dealing fairly is something that most of the 
key figures in Iran do not follow. Albeit his claim that dealing fairly when it comes 
to religion should be obvious, like “better vision (comes from) glasses.”54

Both Abassi and Qasemi mention some more elements in the discussion 
about the Western lifestyle. Some of Abassi’s favorite subjects in his lectures are 
the western movies and series, and his Center dedicates a unique website to his 
utterances about this subject.55 He likes to take those western exemplars and build 
theories about how those productions impact the Iranian lifestyle, and the rest of 
the world.56

Another element mentioned in both lecturers’ expressions is the hatred 
toward the Jewish people. Abassi is obviously anti-Jewish. In one of his lectures 
named “The strategy of knowing the West: the protocols of the Jews” he talks 
about the ‘protocols of the elderly of Zion’ as the basis of modern philosophy. 
In his words, for instance, he calls the Jews ‘racists’ and Judaism a “racist 
religion.”57 On other occasions he mentions Jews as those who massacred more 
than 70,000 Iranians according to “The Book of Esther,”58 or as the source of 
all evil in the economic systems of the world. He mentions the Medici family 
in Venice, hinting at a connection between them and the story of Shakespeare’s 
Shylock.59  When speaking about Israel, neither Qasemi nor Abassi uses the 

54 Hassan Abassi, “Man revizionistam.”
55 http://strategiccinema.ir (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
56 http://mobinmedia.ir/tag/یقین اندیشکده- (Accessed on July 2, 2015).
57 Hassan Abassi, “gharb shenasi-e estratezhik: protekol-haye yahud” (The strategy 

of knowing the west: the Protocols of the Jews), http://avamehr.ir/-دانلود-رایگان
.R/53-/342-/3284-  (Accessed on July 2, 2015)/سخنرانی

58 Hassan Abassi, “khasan abasi – megilat ester be-einayim iraniyot” (Hassan Abbasi – the 
Book of Esther in the Eyes of Iranians), Youtube, March 3, 2014, https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=IVUIVbc7pRg (Accessed on July 8, 2015).

59 Abassi, “Man revizionistam.”
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terms ‘Zionists’ or ‘Zionism’ as the movement ruling the country (unlike the 
expressions coming from Iranian officials) − but only “the Jews.” To them any 
Israeli is a Jew, and of course Israel is setting an example of a bad lifestyle in 
the region and the world.

Epilogue

This article wishes to present a glimpse of contemporary Iran, and to briefly 
highlight the place of Shiism and the Shiite school of thought inside and around 
the hardline thinkers of the IRGC. The subjects of this article, Abassi and Qasemi, 
are among the prominent thinkers of the hardliners in Iran, and thus well-known 
neo-conservatives. Both are famous for their large crowded lectures, which many 
young Iranians linked to the IRGC attend. Those lectures are comprehensive, 
including issues from many disciplines, such as politics, religion, economics, and 
even lifestyle. From their utterances it is possible to determine their philosophy and 
school of thought, but more than that, to determine the contemporary philosophy 
and doctrine of the neo-conservatives, among them the IRGC.   

The author of this article also thinks it is important to remind the readers that 
the upcoming years in Iran (and perhaps the year 2019 above all) are going to be 
significant for the future of this Islamic Republic in terms of domestic changes 
that concern the IRGC. The evolution of Iran and the evolution process of the 
IRGC are intertwined with each other. For starters, we can take a look at the year 
1979, the year of the Islamic revolution. This revolution and the new regime it 
brought with it could not have come to power without the help of the IRGC. The 
year 1989 was also very important in the history of the Islamic Republic. In that 
year the founder of the revolution – Ayatollah Khomeini – passed away, and his 
successor was one of the IRGC’s biggest supporters, Ayatollah Khamenei. The 
death of Khomeini, the supreme leader of The Islamic Republic and its founder, 
was a challenge for the Iranian governmental hierarchy and its survival. 1989 was 
also the year of the constitutional referendum in which the Iranians went to the 
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polls, voting for changes within the Islamic republic constitution. In the year 1999, 
the Islamic republic regime faced the test of the raging Iranian public, maybe for 
the first time in such volume. The Iranian people, who had just elected president 
Khatami two years earlier, went to the streets in droves, rioting and questioning 
the theocracy they live in. They were suppressed by various IRGC forces. 2009 
was the year in which the riots rose up again, in higher and larger volumes. The 
Islamic republic regime used much more powerful IRGC forces than they had 
used ten year earlier.

This ten years interval theory is just a coincidence involving domestic Iranian 
events that happen to occur every 10 years. But it points to two issues we should pay 
attention to: The first is that Iran, despite what its traditional reputation may suggest, 
has vital and vibrant domestic debates − not opposed to its Shiite and/or Iranian 
traditions, but because of them. Those two pragmatic schools or lifestyles suggest 
that followers of Qasemi and Abassi in Iran sometimes challenge their government 
or regime. Secondly, the leaders of the Shiite-Iranian nation are known for the same 
pragmatic point of view, which makes them stand firm towards their own rebellious 
people. Such a vital but insubordinate public explains why the IRGC forces are 
those being used for suppressing these riots. If it were an ordinary riot it would be 
taken care of by NAJA’s (niruy-e enteami-e jomhuri-e eslami-e iran, Iran’s Police) 
mandate. But since the reason for the existence of the IRGC is not only to export the 
revolution but also to guard it within Iran, suppressing such riots is in their interest. 
To paraphrase Khomeini – keeping the revolutionary flame burning. 

Combining these two facts gives us the clash within the present Iranian society. 
The conflict of the 1990’s in Iran between conservatives and reformists has become 
a battle between the neo-conservatives and the conservatives and reformists 
combined nowadays. The IRGC personnel (on-duty or retired) consider themselves 
the true keepers of the revolutionary flame, but also the keepers of the Shiite flame. 
They do that through action, but they also need the theory and philosophy behind the 
action. This is what Abassi and Qasemi, among others, try to do.
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Conclusion

The Islamic republic of Iran is currently host of three main political conceptions: 
the reformists, the conservatives and the neo-conservatives. If back in 2005 
when President Ahmadi-nezhad was elected, this division into three factions 
was still vague, the years afterwards made it clearer. The new force in Iran, 
the neo-conservatives linked to hardliners and the IRGC, is gaining more 
and more power, especially in material aspects. However, the last years were 
also the time for this force to gain political power, and even more important 
– doctrinal power. By exhibiting the theory and clarifying the philosophy, the 
neo-conservatives may be ready for much bigger challenges waiting in the 
domestic political field.

The most meaningful source that neo-conservative thinkers base their ideas 
on is Shiite-Islam. Nonetheless, today’s neo-conservative lecturers also like to 
share their battlefield stories from the time they served as IRGC soldiers in the 
Iran-Iraq war. Hearing their lectures and following their speeches, one can figure 
out what the sacred symbols are that they follow or rely on, as well as the places 
they are aiming to reach. They mix religion with politics, or culture with economy, 
and vice-versa, and add some militaristic ‘spice’ to their utterances. In that way, 
through words and by stirring their crowds, they craft the contemporary ideas 
many young Iranians like to hear and follow. This new generation of thinkers, 
just like its young generation of audiences and followers, grew up with myths 
from the Shiite narrative alongside the revolutionary battles narrative. All of these 
narratives make a perfect background for nurturing a modern conception of the 
Iranian revolution 40 years after it came to power.     

The Islamic republic and the revolution itself are almost as important as 
Islam is for the Iranian hardliners. The combination of their spiritual-religious 
understanding and their battlefield experience creates a new model of Iranian 
who practices not only Shiism but also militarism. Shiite folklore transforms 
into military and patriotic story, in order to connect the young generation to both 
far and near history, thereby turning them simultaneously into better Shiites and 
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better Iranians. This new model of Iranian is not likely to stand still. The drift of 
young Iranians following these ideas can be a political challenge not only for the 
reformists or conservatives, but also for the old Iranian hierarchy. Since young 
Iranians were the driving force of changes in this country, there is a chance we will 
be hearing from Abassi’s and Qassemi’s followers. 
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